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Inverse reinforcement learning

to control a robotic arm

using a Brain-Computer Interface

Laurent Bougrain1,2, Matthieu Duvinage3, Research Fellow, FNRS, Edouard Klein1,4

Abstract—The goal of this project is to use inverse reinforce-
ment learning to better control a JACO robotic arm developed
by Kinova in a Brain-Computer Interface (BCI). A self-paced
BCI such as a motor imagery based-BCI allows the subject to
give orders at any time to freely control a device. But using
this paradigm, even after a long training, the accuracy of the
classifier used to recognize the order is not 100%. While a lot
of studies try to improve the accuracy using a preprocessing
stage that improves the feature extraction, we work on a post-
processing solution. The classifier used to recognize the mental
commands will provide as outputs a value for each command
such as the posterior probability. But the executed action will
not only depend on this information. A decision process will
also take into account the position of the robotic arm and
previous trajectories. More precisely, the decision process will
be obtained applying an inverse reinforcement learning (IRL)
on a subset of trajectories specified by an expert. At the end
of the workshop, the convergence of the inverse reinforcement
algorithm has not been achieved. Nevertheless, we developed a
whole processing chain based on OpenViBE for controlling 2D-
movements and we present how to deal with this high dimensional
time series problem with a lot of noise which is unusual for the
IRL community.

Index Terms—Inverse reinforcement learning, Brain-
Computer Interfaces, Motor imaginery, Robotic arm

I. INTRODUCTION

Brain-Computer interfaces (BCI) [1] interpret brain activity

to produce commands on a computer or other devices like a

robotic arm (see figure 1). A BCI therefore allows its user, and

especially a person with high mobility impairment, to interact

with its environment only using its brain activity.

A major difficulty to properly interpret the mental command

lies in the fact that brain activity is very variable even if

a particular task is reproduced identically. Beyond the noise

acquired by the recording system, background brain activity,

concentration, fatigue or medication of the subject are the

source of this variability. This variability makes it difficult

for the classifier to recognize the different mental commands.

Specific preprocessings such as common spatial pattern filter

[2] are useful to help distinguish the mental command. How-

ever, this effort is not always sufficient. It therefore becomes

necessary to explore new solutions to address this variability.
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Thus, it is now necessary to make decision systems able to

deal with this variability. This is why some projects introduce

a reinforcement learning in their BCI system such modifying

the classifier [3]. We propose to use reinforcement learning in

a broader context.

In this project we studied how a reinforcement learning

can improve the control of a robotic arm. More precisely, the

decision process will take into account a subset of trajectories

specified by an expert and the position of the robotic arm

in addition to the usual outputs of the mental commands

classifier.

II. METHODS

The goal of this study is to present the possible improve-

ment on command recognition obtained by a post-processing

performed by an inverse reinforcement learning algorithm. In

this section, we first present the almost standard processing

chain we used to obtain four different commands using motor

imagery. Then we present how inverse reinforcement learning

can help to better identify the mental order provided by the

user.

A. A BCI system based on motor imagery

For controlling a neuroprosthesis of the upper limb several

options are available nowadays. Firstly, the neural activity

in the arm/hand area of the motor cortex can be directly

recorded and decoded using invasive [4] or noninvasive elec-

trodes ([5], [6]). But it is also possible using noninvasive

electrodes to exploit various physiological phenomena such as

sensorimotor rhythms, event-related desynchronization/event-

related synchronization, event-related potential or steady-state

visual evoked potentials. In particular, motor imaginary [11]

can be used to control a 2D cursor ([7], [8]) or perform a 3D

control [9]. They can even be combined in a hybrid BCI [10].

We selected motor imagery for several reasons: i) intending

to produce a real movement is more natural for controlling a

neuroprosthesis, ii) no additional device is needed to produce

stimulations if used in a self-paced mode [12] iii) it has been

already used successfully with healthy people [13] and patients

[14] and iv) it can be used for rehabilitation [15]. Nevertheless,

the number of commands is small (two or three usually); the

information transfer rate is slow (1 action per 8s); and the

accuracy is not very high (80 %).

We used motor imagery (MI) in a system-paced BCI.

Having a self-paced BCI is not essential for this study and

it is technically easy to switch from one mode to the other.
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Fig. 1. The Brain-Computer Interface loop : from electroencephagraphic signals acquisition, feature extraction and classification to feedback. Our project
will add a decision process based on an inverse reinforcement learning in the command identification module.

We defined a standard processing chain for motor imagery

based on the parameters used for the Graz paradigm. We

want to identify four commands corresponding to four motor

imageries: left hand, right hand, both hands and feet. These

four MI will allow us to control a robotic hand in a 2D

horizontal space using respectively left, right, forward and

backward commands [16].

We used a conventional montage for MI when applying a

preprocessing based on common-spatial filters [17], [18], [2].

Then, among various possible classifiers to detect the MI [19],

we selected linear discriminant analysis for its stability. More

details are presented in the following sections.

1) Signal acquisition: We used a TMSi Refa amplifier with

32 EEG channels. We only selected 13 electrodes : Fz, FC5,

FC1, FC2, FC6, C3, Cz, C4, CP5, CP1, CP2, CP6, Pz (see

Fig. 2) located according to a layout 10/10 on a WaveGuard

32 channel sintered Ag/AgCl. This system use a AFz ground

and a common average. We used a sampling rate of 512 Hz.

Fig. 2. Position of the selected electrodes for motor imagery of left hand, right
hand, both hands and feet. The green electrode corresponds to the ground, the
black ones are the main locations of our motor imageries and the red ones
are useful for common spatial patterns.

2) Pre-processing: We used a 4th order Butterworth band-

pass filter 8-30 Hz to only keep mu and beta bands.

Then we applied a Common Spatial Pattern (CSP). This

filter takes into account the distribution of each class of a

two-classes classification. The variance of the filtered signal

is maximal for one class and minimal for the other class.

Thus, we want to extremize using generalized eigen value

decomposition:

J(w) =
wX1X

T

1
wT

wX2X
T

2
wT

=
wC1w

T

wC2wT

where Xi is the multichannel EEG signals from class i, Ci

is the EEG spatial covariance matrix for class i and w is the

spatial filter to optimize.

We obtained features f = log(wCwT ).
3) Motor imagery paradigm: Figure 3 presents our timing

for motor imagery. Each session contains 20 trials per class.

After the presentation of the cue, we analysis the signal for

3,5 seconds. The features are extracted for a 1-s period. We

use a sliding window of 100 ms to repeat the analysis and

confirm the decision of the classifier using a vote.

4) Classifier: For discriminating four motor imageries, we

combined one-versus-all linear discriminant classifiers (one

per class). In case of ambiguity, the longest distance to the

separation plane shows the winner class.

5) Device: By default, the JACO arm can be controlled

using a joystick. An API by Kinova is available to read sensors

and send commands of movement for a specific direction and

a specific duration. This API provides a virtual joystick. This

mode of operation does not make it possible to specify the final

position of the arm. Thus, interacting with the JACO arm via

the API necessitates the definition of elementary movements

(right, left, forward, backward, up.). The VRPN protocol

already implemented in OpenViBE is a natural candidate

to control the arm. Thus, we used a VRPN client/server

using predefined action IDs which can be interpreted by the

JACO arm as virtual joystick commands but sent through our

application. The recording features also supports the recording

of VRPN clients’ commands.

B. Inverse Reinforcement Learning

Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) is the problem of

eliciting a succinct description of a task from demonstrations

by an expert [20]. This succinct description of the task can

then be used to train an agent in order to make it imitate the

expert.
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Fig. 3. Timing used for the motor imagery paradigm.

More formally, IRL assumes that an expert is acting opti-

mally in an Markov Decision Process (MDP)[21] and seeks

the reward function for which this expert is optimal. As noted

in the existing literature, this is an ill-posed problem in the

Hadamard sense. However, recent advances [22] in the domain

may make solving the IRL problem on large or complex tasks

feasible.

In our setting, we would like to use IRL to alleviate the

problem of accuracy in order recognition from BCI signals.

By using information about previously recognized commands

and learning from human-labelled movement sequences, it

should be feasible to gain a certain consistency in the overall

arm movement. To put it in another way, after seeing a few

examples of the arm moving in a direct manner from point A

to point B, one is unlikely to admit a command that make the

arm flail in seemingly random directions.

Using hand-labelled arm trajectories as expert demonstra-

tions, we wish to extract a reward function that could be used

to train an agent to recognize commands from BCI signals.

The main challenges behind this task are the difficulty of

finding a suitable MDP setting for casting the problem, the

high dimensionality of BCI signals, the sparsity of data for

both reward function inference and its optimization by an

agent once the expert’s actions have been analyzed by the

IRL algorithm.

One of the main assumption of IRL is that the expert is

acting optimally in an MDP with respect to an unknown re-

ward function. Our goal when choosing a MDP setting for our

experiment is to try to make that assumption hold. In previous

test for the algorithm we used, the expert was explicitly created

from a reward function and an MDP. Although the reward

function was unknown to the IRL algorithm, it existed. Sharing

the same MDP as the expert is one of the basic assumption

made by the analysis of our algorithm. In this setting, however,

the so-called expert is an omniscient agent as the path the

arm followed was fixed in advance and the operator only had

to follow it. There may or may not exist a MDP describing

the process. We tried more than one characterization of the

problem, discovering various flaws, and understanding better

and better the subtleties of the exercise as we went on. This

is described in the next section.

BCI signals typically are high dimensional time series with

a lot of noise. From a signal processing perspective they are

quite a challenge. This is very unusual for the IRL community

who is more used to toy problems (although impressive

applications have been published [23]) where the dimension is

low and the observation perfect. IRL can be applied to partially

observable environments, although it is not the direction we

wish to take here as it has its own set of challenges, mainly

related to computation cost explosion. The high dimensionality

problem has been circumvented by the use of SCIRL, a new

IRL algorithm that among other advantages is quite fast to run.

The low signal to noise ratio, however, is at the heart of our

problem and the very reason for the existence of this project.

It raised its lot of problems when trying to come up with a

reasonable MDP setting.

The model for our system being unknown yet (although

modeling the brain have been promised over and over by sci-

fi authors, it is not yet within the reach of a one-month project)

we had to rely on sampling to make things work. This means

that we had to rely on expert demonstration only to retrieve

a reward function and to optimize it. Reward inference from

expert data only is one of the marketed features of SCIRL.

Having access to samples drawn by a random policy is one

of the many ways to run a Reinforcement Learning (RL)

algorithm, and the most accessible to us. The high practical

cost of generating samples with a BCI prevented us from

getting even that in the allocated timeframe.

To wrap up, although IRL may alleviate the accuracy

problem in BCI driven settings, the many challenges this

approach implies are far outside the comfort zone of the

community.

III. RESULTS

We installed OpenViBE, a user-friendly open-source tool for

BCIs, on a windows XP system. This system supports both a
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Fig. 4. OpenViBE scenario designed for training the one-versus-all classifiers.

Fig. 5. OpenViBE scenario designed for on-line use. EEG signals are
recorded, filtered, classified and one movement is sent to the robotic arm
via the API.

JACO robotic arm driver and a Refa32 amplifier driver.

We built OpenViBE scenarii for i) signal acquisition ii)

common spatial pattern filter training iii) classifier training

and iv) offline use (see Fig. 4 and Fig. 5).

A. Standard motor imagery recognition

State-of-the-art similar results were obtained with imaginary

and actual movements. The best combination strategy was the

one-vs-all combined with a voting classifier. There were much

less confusion and thus, better overall performance. It often

happened that some classifier outputs had a very high confident

level while the correct class was not represented. Confusion

matrices were similar in both conditions (see Table I).

B. IRL

Let us disclose the end story immediately: not all challenges

exposed earlier were overcomed.

TABLE I
CONFUSION MATRICE OBTAINED ON A TESTING SESSION.

Predicted classes

left hand right hand t both hands feet
left hand 0.9 0 0.05 0.05

right hand 0.1 0.8 0.1 0

C
o

rr
ec

t
cl

a
ss

es

both hands 0.1 0.05 0.85 0.05
feet 0.1 0.1 0 0.8

The most hacky topic in the whole ordeal clearly was

the composition of the state and action space of the MDP.

Encouraging results were obtained on a simulation built to

validate an initial approach. Sadly, this failed to generalize

to the real thing as the real noise was much higher than

modelized. A second, more sound approach was built, in

which the state space directly consists in the output of the

spatial filters and the last decision taken by the agent. This

parametrization did not show any deep flaw and would be our

goto parametrization if we are given the opportunity to work

on this problem again.

The high dimensionality of the MDP was not a problem for

our IRL algorithm, which was indeed able to infer a reward

only from a few expert demonstration (corresponding to less

than an hour of work for the operator).

Sadly, and this is the blocking point of the experiment so far,

we were not able to train an agent on this reward. We need

more data, specifically data sampled with a policy different

from the expert’s, in order to use the basic RL algorithm we

tried to use [24]. We were thus not able to assess the quality

of the found reward, although the fast convergence of SCIRL

let us hope that it was good. We hope to solve this problem

by either using less data greedy algorithm [25] or brutally

generating more data (cumbersome for the operator). Another

solution would be to use spatial filters able to deal with a

displacement of the BCI, in order to allow the use of data

from different sessions.

IV. CONCLUSION

We developed a whole processing chain using OpenViBE

for controlling a robotic arm. According to the literature, we

designed OpenViBE’s scenarii (acquisition, filtering, classi-

fication and on-line use) based on a classic motor imagery

paradigm. We selected four motor imageries (left hand, right

hand, both hands and feet). They are respectively associates

with 2D-movement (left move, right move, forward, back-

ward). We used common spatial filters and one-versus-therest

(linear discriminant analysis) classifiers. Our goal was not

to improve the paradigm parameters but study how inverse

reinforcement learning can help to select the right movement

according to the classifier outputs and stored trajectories. Our

classifier accuracy corresponds to the state-of-the-art. Thus, it

is possible to control the Jaco to press a button. But, up to now,

the IRL algorithm is not converging so cannot help to perform

the right movement. Nevertheless, a significant analysis of

the difficulties to apply IRL on high dimensional and noisy

problem and ways to overcome them has been done.
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Hand-labelled expert’s

trajectories

Signals from the BCI

are passed through the

spatial filters and hand-

labelled with the action

the expert was thinking

about.

SCIRL

Reward function

The SCIRL algorithm

outputs a reward

function over the state

space using only the

expert’s data.

LSPI

Policy

An agent must be

trained on the reward

to get a control policy.

This can only be

done if enough data

is available. This was

not the case here.

✗

Non expert data

A non trivial amount of

data is needed in order

to learn a policy from

a reward function. Such

an amount of data was

not available.

Fig. 6. Visual explanation of the IRL pipeline.

V. PERSPECTIVES

A deeper study is necessary for understanding the non-

convergence of the IRL algorithm. If the IRL algorithm is

robust enough, we will modify the processing chain to have

a self-paced BCI. In the future, we also would like to use

multiclass classifiers to avoid ambiguities due to the one-

versus-therest approach. We would like to explore the tongue

motor imagery to replace the both hands one. This choice

avoids overlapped locations with the other motor imageries.

We need to assess performance in offline and online conditions

with a large population.
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